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the triplets ( si, Lat si, Ad si) where Ad si consists of all bounded operators which generate derivations on si. As well as the obvious connection between si and Adj^, there is also a close link between Latj/ and Ad si: if J2/ is reflexive. A knowledge of the structure of Ad si enables us to obtain a clearer description of the nature of Lat si. This can be done by establishing the structure of the orbits in Lat si with respect to Ad si.
In many cases, however, these triplets degenerate into pairs. For example, if si is a W*-algebra, then Lat si is the set of all projections in si', and Ad si = si+ si'\ as a result the triplet turns into the pair (si, si'). If si is a CSL-algebra, then Ad si = si and the triplet becomes the pair {si, Lat si). But, in the case of an arbitrary operator algebra, Ad si is not usually equal to s/+ si' and Ad si does not contain Lat si\ in this case, therefore, the triplet does not degenerate into a pair.
One of the simplest classes of this type of algebras is 9t λ [3] . This class consists of all the reflexive algebras si which satisfy the following conditions:
(a) The quotient Lie algebra Ad si/si is non-trivial; (b) For every M in Lat si the codimension of Ad si M in Ad si is less than or equal to 1. According to these conditions, no CSL-or J^*-algebras (except for the factors B(H) Θ I 2 ) belong to St v For algebras from 9t l9 effective analysis appears to be possible. The structure of the quotient Lie algebra Ad si/si, for j/e <% l9 is quite simple and enables us to obtain a description of Lat si in terms of the orbits in Lat si with respect to Ad si [3] .
The new method introduced in the article provides us with a wide variety of algebras from 31 19 although not all the algebras obtained by this method belong to 3$ λ (see Example 2) . There is reason to think that this method may in fact provide us with all the algebras from dt λ which satisfy some extra conditions on Lat si. Theorem 2.4 investigates the structure of Lat si and Theorem 2.5 considers some sufficient conditions for the algebras si to be reflexive. Section 3 deals with a particular case when all ^ = B(Hi) an d a detailed description of La,t si is obtained in Theorem 3.5. Two examples of algebras si when n = 2 are also considered. In Example 1, dim(Ad si/si) = 2 and all operators from Ad si which do not belong to si generate non-inner derivations on si. In Example 2, Ad si= si, although the structure of Lat si is the same as in Example 1. I would like to thank the referee of this article for his helpful suggestions, and am grateful to Dr. J. A. Erdos for his useful advice.
Preliminaries and notation.
Let n be an integer or infinity, let H i9 for 1 < i < n (1 < i < oo, if n = oo), be Hubert spaces and let ^ be reflexive operator algebras on H t . 
Therefore for every x e Dί^ *) (6) Γ ( *χeI)(F ( ) and Γ f * 1^^ = {T* +ι F* -F*T*)
Thus (A1J) is proved. From (4) and (6) it follows that (Af) holds which concludes the proof of the lemma. s; c (n ) .
Since Sβ is the closure of F t | D . +i and (i? 0 )* = (F,* | A .)*> it follows that
By Jί^ we shall denote the null subspace in ^. For every 0 < i < n let 3^> i be the direct sum of H l9 ..., ^. We shall consider Jf t as a subspace in Jίf. It is easy to see that Jίf t G Lat sf.
For every J KΓ e Lat .5^ let JΓ be the direct sum of ^_! and K. Then JΓ can be considered as a subspace in Jίf, so that JΓc 3^> i and Latj/.
Let S be a closed operator from H i+1 into i^. Put Then Λί^ is a closed subspace in i/, Θ H i+1 which can be considered as a closed subspace in J(f. Therefore M ι s is a closed subspace in Jf. By Ji ι s we shall denote the direct sum of ^_χ and M£, and we shall consider Ji* s as a closed subspace in Jf. LEMMA 
(i) Let S be a closed operator from H i+ι into H t and let D be a linear manifold in D(S) such that 1) S is the closure of the oprator S | D ;
2) TD c Dfor every T ε Φ /+1 ; 3) 7^ | D = (SΓ /+1 -Γ^lx, /or ^ery {Γ,} e *. ΓΛen ^^ ε Lat J/.
(
ii) Z^^ S be a closed operator from H t into H i+1 and let D be a linear manifold in D(S) such that 1) D is dense in Hf, 2) S is the closure of the operator S\ D ;
3) Γ*D c Dfor every T ε %. Let x e 2λ Then, by 2), c' e i). Since j = 5x, we get, by 3), that -(T* +ι F* -F*T* + fe^* -G r T v Therefore condition 4) of Lemma 2.3(ii) holds and Jt\# t y € Lat J/.
Proof. If an operator A belongs to I(J(?), then it is easy to see that
At last, if S = F t and D = D(F t ) 9 then it can be easily seen that conditions 2) and 3) of Lemma 2.3(i) follows from (A x ) and (A 3 ). Therefore Jt ι F e Lat si and this completes the proof of the theorem. Now we shall prove the main result of the section. Proof. Let B = (J8 l7 ) e AlgLat J/. Since J^ e Lat J/, we obtain that 2? J7 = 0 if i > j. For every K e Lat^ the subspace Jf= ^_ 1 θ AT is contained in J^ and belongs to Latj/. Since all algebras ^ are reflexive, we obtain that (9) * w e*;.
Now let
where JC e D(F t ). Considering M/ . as a subspace in ^ we obtain that Bz ΞΞ z' mod ^_χ where and ^' = B u y + Since M' F c ^^ and since, by Theorem 2.4, ^#^ e Lat J/, we have that z' e Mi'. Therefore If x e Z>. +1 , then x e ^S/) and, by (a),
Therefore^( / + tG t )x + B ii+1 x = (F t + tG^B^^x.
From this and from (11) Repeating the same argument as for i^ we obtain that
x.
Therefore for every y e D^* Since, by (b), the closure of G* \ D * is G* 9 we obtain from this formula that
+(R i ,)*B i+ ii + ι\x) = ([-
Put j;. = B ιr It follows from (9), (10), (11), (13) Proof. We obtain easily that D i+ι = D(Sl) for every / and for t Φ 0. Therefore, by Theorem 2.5(a), si is reflexive.
3. Structure of Lat si. In Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 we obtained some information about the structure of Lat si\ But further investigation of its structure in the general case of arbitrary reflexive algebras {^} is very difficult. Therefore in this section we shall consider the simplest case when all ^ = #(#,)• I* 1 Lemma 3.1 we shall show that if all ^/ i are weakly dense in B(H i ), then the sufficient conditions of Lemma 2.3 for a subspace Jί to belong to Lat si are also necessary. Imposing some further restriction (R 3 ) on the operators {i*}} and {G,} we shall obtain the main result of the section (Theorem 3.5) which describes the structure of Lat si. LEMMA Since ^_ 1 c^#, we obtain that T t z ^Jί. Hence Tz ^Jί for every Γ e φ.. Since Φ f is weakly dense in £(#,), the set {Γz: ΓG φ.} is dense in jy,.. Therefore, since ^# is closed, we obtain that H i c Jί. Hencê . = ^.^8 ^ is contained in Jί. Since Jί Φ 3^^ there exists x ^Jί such that x G if, +1 . Using that ^z +1 is weakly dense in B(H i+ι ) and repeating the above argument we obtain that H i+1 c Jί. Hence Jί = ^+ 1 which contradicts the assumption that ^# ¥= Jί^ +1 . Thus M Π H i = {0}. for every x e D(S). Thus conditions (2) and (3) )-(B 3 *) , we obtain that { 7χ} <E X, and (i) is proved. Now suppose that Ύ Φ {0}. Then there exists a sequence {j> y } e 7 and the smallest k such that y k Φ 0. It follows from (B 2 ) that y. Φ 0 for / > k. By (i), {Tji} e Y for every {7)} e #. Since #. are weakly dense in B(H i ) and since ^ # 0 for i > k, the linear manifolds Y ( are dense in
Let all ^ = #(#,) and let all <V t be weakly dense in B{H^). If Jί ^ Lat si, then Jt is either 3f? or one of the subspaces J^t for 0 < i < n, or there exist an integer 1 < i < n and a closed operator S from H i+1 into H i such that (1) D(S) is dense in H i+1 ; (2) TD(S) c D(S) for every T e % +ι ; (3) T Ft I D(S) = (ST i+1 -T t S) I D(S) for every sequence {T
and therefore 7^ e KerG^_! for every {7]} G Φ. Since ^ is weakly dense in B(H k ), Y^QτG k _ γ is dense in B(H k ). Hence G k __ x = 0 which contradicts (R 2 ) Therefore y k _ 1 Φ 0 which contradicts the assumption that 1 < k is the smallest number such that ^ =£ 0. Hence k = 1 and all YJ are dense in H r In the same we obtain that if X Φ {0}, then all X i are dense in H i9 and the lemma is proved.
Let us impose further restrictions on the operators {F t } and {G ι ). Therefore we obtain the following theorem which was proved in [3] (Theorem 4.4(ϋ)) (the theorem was erroneously stated without condition If the conditions of Theorem 3.6 do not hold, then the structure of Lat si is more complicated, and even in comparatively simple cases it is difficult to describe it fully. Finally, we shall briefly consider two examples of algebras si for n = 2 and provide full descriptions of Latj/ and of Adj/. The case when the operator G is the identity was investigated in [3] . In Theorem 4.3 it was shown that PΛsίΦsί. In Example 2 a closed operator F was considered such that Ads/=s/+ {N} 4-{J5}, where N and 5 do not belong to s/, so that dim(Ad s#/s/) = 2. It was also proved that s2 f = {/} + {N}so that B generates a non-inner derivation on s/. Now we shall consider an example of a reflexive algebra s/ constructed from two closed operators F and G such that Adj^= s/+ {N} + {5}. But for this algebra si' = {/}, so that all operators from Adj/ which do not belong to si generate non-inner derivations on si. In the following example we shall consider a reflexive algebra J/ constructed from two closed operators F and G such that Ads/=s/, although the structure of Lat J/ is the same as in Example 1. The operators F and G satisfy restrictions (R^), (R 2 ) and (R 3 
